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the easiest way to save and organize photoshop or pixelmator images is to use the built-in "saved" feature
in photoshop. this workspace feature automatically saves your projects to your default location, only when
you exit photoshop, saving you time. in order to view your saved projects and projects you create yourself,
you must first create an actual "saved" project file and then have it "exported" to another location. it's
important to note the difference between a "saved" project and an "exported" project. a saved project is just
a text file. an exported project is a saved project file and a template file that includes the photoshop project
itself as well as all layers, settings, and presets that were used to create the project. it's in the menu, not
too hard to find. add the new clipboard to ps panel option to display photoshop's clipboard panel in the ps
panel frame on the left of photoshop. photoshop's clipboard panel can be useful for simple file/folder
management. note that you can also select to add the psd file or media file name in the clipboard panel to
the ps panel frame. most people on a news or fine art photo shoot will need to remove the photographer's
logo before they begin trimming their image or creating a magazine page. the way to do this is fairly easy
and most likely very well known, but we'll explain it here anyway. if you want to learn how to remove a logo
from your image, you'll need to learn the proper method for doing this. these are the easiest steps to follow
to remove a logo from an image.
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visualisation of mask: with the new version of primatte, you can now view a preview of your mask in the
color space of the original image. this lets you get an idea of how the mask will look, and set your masking
colors accordingly. automask in primatte 5.1 now makes it easy to mask large volumes of shots quickly and
efficiently. the algorithm has been improved to deal with situations where the background is not completely

uniform. for example, if you shoot a subject against a green wall, or against a blue sky, the algorithm will
still work well. the new version also makes it easier to remove hair and other forms of soft edges. primatte
5.1 introduces a new “save as layer” option. save your current workspace as a layer and then merge it with
any other layer. you can then load that layer and continue working from where you left off. backdrops are

now more powerful and easier to use. primatte 5.1 automatically attaches the background color, and
includes a “remove background” button that removes the background completely. it also adds a “remove
background from alpha channel” option, making it easier to see what you are really removing. chromakey
5.0 was a great leap forward for our chromakey product, and we’ve just made the biggest leap yet. version

5.1 is a lot more responsive and gives you new options to make your chromakey look amazing. we’ve
updated the layout of primatte, and have split up the overall interface into 3 panels. the first panel is the

edit panel, which gives you access to all your editing tools. the second panel gives you access to the layers
panel and the mask panel. the third panel gives you access to the history panel. 5ec8ef588b
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